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The capacity to sustain attention to virtual threat landscapes has led cyber security

to emerge as a new and novel domain for vigilance research. However, unlike

classic domains, such as driving and air tra�c control and baggage security, very

few vigilance tasks exist for the cyber security domain. Four essential challenges

that must be overcome in the development of a modern, validated cyber vigilance

task are extracted from this review of existent platforms that can be found in

the literature. Firstly, it can be di�cult for researchers to access confidential

cyber security systems and personnel. Secondly, network defense is vastly more

complex and di�cult to emulate than classic vigilance domains such as driving.

Thirdly, there exists no single, common software console in cyber security that a

cyber vigilance task could be based on. Finally, the rapid pace of technological

evolution in network defense correspondingly means that cyber vigilance tasks

can become obsolete just as quickly. Understanding these challenges is imperative

in advancing human factors research in cyber security.

CCS categories: Human-centered computing∼Human computer interaction

(HCI)∼HCI design and evaluation methods.
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vigilance, tasks, cyber defense, Security Event Information Management, vigilance
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Introduction

The weakest link in modern network defense are the natural limitations of the human

operators who work in security operations centers (Thomason, 2013; Cavelty, 2014).

These limitations are neuropsychological in their origin, and mostly impact the human

attentional system, which interacts with cognitive design elements of cyber security software.

These elements of design include signal salience, event rate, cognitive load, and workload

transitions (Parasuraman, 1979, 1985). The executive resources required to sustain vigilant

attention to network defense systems are an order of magnitude greater than in classic

vigilance domains, such as air traffic control, nuclear plant monitoring and baggage security

(Wickens et al., 1997; Hancock and Hart, 2002; Chappelle et al., 2013; Gartenberg et al.,

2015; Reinerman-Jones et al., 2016). The volume, diversity, specificity, and evolution rate of

threats in the cyber landscape make network defense an extremely cognitively demanding

task (D’Amico et al., 2005).

Classic vigilance research first involved creating a laboratory simulation of the

operational sustained attention problem (Cunningham and Freeman, 1994; Smith, 2016;

Joly et al., 2017; Valdez, 2019). For example, Mackworth’s (1948, 1950) clock test was used to

simulate the task demands associated with World War 2 radar operation. Because vigilance

performance is task specific, the study of vigilance decrement in network defense analysts

necessitates a test bed specifically designed to emulate the cognitive demands associated
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with real world cyber security (Satterfield et al., 2019). In this

regard however, a gap has been identified in the tools available

to investigate cyber vigilance decrement. Specifically, a validated

cyber vigilance task that probes each of Parasuraman’s (1979,

1985) parameters does not currently exist. This gap in the

literature could hinder the application of wider human factors

research, such as methods of tracking or intervening in vigilance

decrement, from the lab into applied domains such as cyber

security (Al-Shargie et al., 2019; Yahya et al., 2020). For example,

Parasuraman’s (1979, 1985) parameters of a valid vigilance tasks

were derived long beforemodern network defense, it hence remains

a similarly unexplored question if these parameters alone constitute

a vigilance task valid in cyber security. Similarly, Bodala et al.

(2016) demonstrated that integrating challenging features into

vigilance task stimuli was a useful method of enhancing sustained

attention. However, the task Bodala utilized was not designed

to emulate the cognitive demands associated with modern cyber

defense. Hence, it remains a standing question if the vigilance

performance enhanced by greater challenge integration on Bodala’s

task would extend to cyber security. However, this question cannot

be probed without a modern, validated cyber vigilance task in

which the challenging parameters of stimuli can be controlled.

The main goal of this review is therefore to understand several

factors that may explain this gap in the literature, including

access and confidentiality, task complexity, non-standard operating

environments, and rapid obsolescence.

Background

Situational awareness refers to the perception, comprehension,

and projection of the threats within an environment across time

and space (Endsley and Kiris, 1995; Wickens, 2008). The term

cyber-cognitive situational awareness specifically refers to human

operators’ awareness of threats distributed across virtual landscapes

(Gutzwiller et al., 2015). For the purposes of brevity, the term

“cyber-cognitive situational awareness” is referred to here as

“situational awareness.”

Network defense analysts must pay close consistent attention

to Security Event Information Management Systems (SEIMs),

which are used to establish and support situational awareness

of cyber threat landscapes (Komlodi et al., 2004; Spathoulas and

Katsikas, 2010, 2013; Tyworth et al., 2012; Albayati and Issac, 2015;

Newcomb and Hammell, 2016). SEIMs summarize anomalous and

potentially malicious patterns of network traffic as sets of alarms,

or alerts, which analysts must individually investigate as potential

cyber threats (Barford et al., 2010; Spathoulas and Katsikas, 2010,

2013; Gaw, 2014; Newcomb andHammell, 2016). Analysts’ capacity

to sustain attention to their SEIM therefore constrains their

situational awareness of the cyber threat landscape being protected

(Endsley and Kiris, 1995; Gutzwiller et al., 2015; Wickens et al.,

2015).

Situational awareness hinges on the capacity to sustain

attention to threats distributed across cyber threat landscapes

(Endsley and Kiris, 1995; Barford et al., 2010). In the context of

network security, analysts use SEIMs to perceive and act on threats

to protected cyber infrastructures (Gutzwiller et al., 2015). SEIM

threat detection is a tedious, monotonous task that requires analysts

to sustain high levels of attention for prolonged periods of time

(Fathi et al., 2017; Nanay, 2018).

Distinguishing between malicious and benign SEIM alerts is

not dissimilar to the search for a needle in a haystack (Erola et al.,

2017). Analysts sift through vast numbers of SEIM alerts, most of

which are false positives, just to identify and act on a small number

of malicious threats (Sawyer et al., 2016). Although SEIM threat

detection is initially easy to perform, analyst mistakes invariably

accumulate with time spent distinguishing between malicious and

benign element signals (Sawyer et al., 2016). This gradual decline in

sustained attention is known as vigilance decrement; it occurs when

the brain is required to sustain a high level of workload processing

activity for longer than its energy reserves can support (Sawyer

et al., 2016). Establishing and sustaining situational awareness in

a cyber security operations center, requires that analysts sustain

vigilant attention to their SEIM dashboards for prolonged periods

of time (Wall and Williams, 2013). However, vigilance decrement

has become an increasingly disruptive influence in operational

network defense analysts whose role requires the use of SEIM to

hunt for threats in the cyber landscape (Chappelle et al., 2013; Wall

and Williams, 2013).

Vigilance refers to the capacity an individual has to sustain

conscious processing of repetitive, unpredictable stimuli without

habituation or distraction (Pradhapan et al., 2017). Vigilance is

regarded as a state of alertness to rare and unpredictably frequent

stimuli (Pradhapan et al., 2017). When attention is sustained

for a prolonged period, human processing limitations lead to

compounding performance failures, the phenomenon known as

vigilance decrement (Sawyer and Hancock, 2018; Warm et al.,

2018). For example, drivers must sustain vigilance in attuning and

responding to hazards on the road (Zheng et al., 2019). A driver

experiencing vigilance decrement, however, will be less capable

of responding to road hazards (Gopalakrishnan, 2012). Hence,

failure to sustain attention to road hazards is the leading cause

of thousands of road deaths each year (Gopalakrishnan, 2012).

Depending upon the context, vigilance decrement can manifest

either as an increased reaction time to detect critical signals or

as a reduction in their correct detection (Warm et al., 2018). For

example, during World War Two, British radar operators were

required to monitor their terminals over prolonged periods of time

for “blips” that indicated the presence of Axis U-boats. Despite their

training and motivation to avoid Axis invasion, these operators

began to miss critical U-boat signals after only half an hour of

monitoring (Mackworth, 1948, 1950). Mackworth (1948, 1950) was

commissioned by the Royal Air Force to study the problem, in what

would become seminal vigilance research.

Mackworth (1948, 1950) devised a “Clock Test” that simulated

the Royal Air Force’s radar displays. This comprised of a black

pointer that traced along the circumference of a blank, featureless

clock-type face in 0.3-inch increments per second. At random

points during the task, the radar pointer would increment twice

in a row as a way of simulating the detection of a U-boat.

Mackworth (1948, 1950) tasked observers with detecting these

double jumps by pressing a button when one was seen. Despite the

clarity ofMackworth’s (1948, 1950) target signals, correct detections

declined by 10% in the first 30min of the 2-h-long task. This
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gradual drop in correct signal detection was the first laboratory

demonstration of vigilance decrement. The phenomenon has

since been demonstrated as one of the most ubiquitous and

consistently replicated findings in the vigilance literature (Baker,

1959; Mackworth, 1968; Sostek, 1978; Parasuraman and Mouloua,

1987; Dember et al., 1992; Warm and Dember, 1998; Pattyn et al.,

2008; Epling et al., 2016).

Laboratory vigilance tasks require correctly identifying rare

target stimuli in an array for a prolonged period (Daly et al., 2017).

Vigilance decrement typically onsets within 15min of sustained

attention, however it has been reported in as little as 8min under

particularly demanding situations (Helton et al., 1999; St John et al.,

2006).

Vigilance decrement has only recently received recognition

in the human-factors literature, as a cyber incident risk factor

(Chappelle et al., 2013; Mancuso et al., 2014). For example, network

defense analysts who experience vigilance decrement will decline

in their capacity to attune to, detect, and act against threats

presented in a SEIM console (McIntire et al., 2013). Vigilance

decrement is therefore a human factor bottleneck to the protective

benefit of SEIM software. That is, the cyber protection offered by

SEIM software is bottlenecked by the capacity of its operators to

sustain vigilant attention to the information it presents. Managing

vigilance decrement first necessitates a nuanced understanding of

the factors which contribute to declines in sustained attention

to network defense consoles (McIntire et al., 2013). This may

explain why current attempts to manage vigilance decrement in the

human factors literature have focused on developing unobtrusive

psychophysiological monitoring methods for indicating when the

capacity to sustain attention capacity begins to decline (McIntire

et al., 2013; Mancuso et al., 2014; Sawyer et al., 2016). However, the

psychophysiological correlates of cyber vigilance decrement may

not be adequately understood without an experimental test bed that

accurately simulates the cognitive demands associated withmodern

network defense (McIntire et al., 2013; Mancuso et al., 2015; Sawyer

et al., 2016).

The review that follows identifies limitations in experimental

platforms that could be used to conduct human-in-the-loop

studies of cyber vigilance decrement, and challenges that need

to be overcome to fill this gap. The only cyber vigilance

tasks documented in the literature to date are owned by The

United States Air Force and are outdated simulations of the

demands associated with modern network defense (McIntire et al.,

2013; Mancuso et al., 2015; Sawyer et al., 2016). Beyond researchers,

an accessible experimental test bed for human-in-the-loop studies

of cyber vigilance decrement could also provide utility to business,

government, and militaries, by informing training, selection, and

software development standards (Alhawari et al., 2012; Ormrod,

2014).

Review significance

As reliance on global cyber networks continues to grow,

the extent of the impact of their compromise will also increase

(Ben-Asher and Gonzalez, 2015; Goutam, 2015). Ensuring the

security of these systems hinges on the optimized performance

of human network defenders (Thomason, 2013; Cavelty, 2014).

Lapses in network defender attention therefore have the potential

to cripple the cyber infrastructure being guarded (Thomason,

2013; Cavelty, 2014). This includes virtual and physical military

assets, governmental assets, central banking networks, stockmarket

infrastructure as well as national power and telecommunications

grids (Gordon et al., 2011; Jolley, 2012; Saltzman, 2013; Ormrod,

2014; Hicks, 2015; Skopik et al., 2016; Rajan et al., 2017). The

integrity of these assets hinges on measuring and mitigating

neurocognitive inefficiencies in network defenders’ capacity to

sustain vigilant attention to cyber security command and control

consoles (Maybury, 2012). Managing the risk associated with cyber

vigilance decrement will enhance the defense of critical global

cyber infrastructures (Maybury, 2012; Wall and Williams, 2013).

However, cyber vigilance tasks that allow researchers to study

the decrement in network defense are not currently accessible to

researchers (Maybury, 2012; McIntire et al., 2013; Mancuso et al.,

2015; Sawyer et al., 2016).

Cyber vigilance decrement

In under 20min, a fully trained, motivated, and experienced

network defense analyst’s capacity to identify threats in their SEIM

can begin to decline (McIntire et al., 2013). From a technological

perspective, this phenomenon, known as vigilance decrement, has

arisen in the cyber domain due to the gradual rise in the volume,

diversity and specificity of data that network analysts must process

to identify and act upon threats (D’Amico et al., 2005).

Cyber vigilance decrement has emerged as a defining human

factor of network security (Tian et al., 2004; Maybury, 2012;

Aleem and Ryan Sprott, 2013; Wall and Williams, 2013; Franke

and Brynielsson, 2014; Gutzwiller et al., 2015; Vieane et al.,

2016). For example, prevalence denial attacks involve flooding

the SEIM of a target network with huge volumes of innocuous,

non-malicious signals designed to intentionally induce vigilance

decrement in defense analysts (Vieane et al., 2016). Once in

this less attentive state, bad actors can improve their chance of

implementing a successful attack on the target network (Vieane

et al., 2016). Vigilance decrement is therefore a cyber-cognitive

security vulnerability which must be studied and managed like any

other vulnerability in network defense (Tian et al., 2004; Aleem and

Ryan Sprott, 2013; Wall and Williams, 2013; Vieane et al., 2016).

Existing cyber vigilance tasks

Whilst Google Scholar is not a database, it was chosen as the

driving methodology for this review for its capacity to broadly

scan wide breadths of academic literature (Tong and Thomson,

2015). Studies were only included in this review if they presented

a sustained attention task specifically designed to emulate the

cognitive demands associated with operating a cyber security

console, like the SEIM software that network defense analysts

use to sustain situational awareness of virtual threat landscapes.

This process yielded only three examples in the literature of an

experimental test bed that researchers could use to study vigilance
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decrement in network defense (McIntire et al., 2013;Mancuso et al.,

2015; Sawyer et al., 2016).

The Cyber Defense Task (CDT) that McIntire et al. (2013)

presented was the formative example of a cyber vigilance task

in the literature. Mancuso et al. (2015) and Sawyer et al. (2016)

followed soon after with their presentation of the Mancuso Cyber

Defense Task (MCDT and MCDT-II). The discussion that follows

presents a critical review of the CDT and MCDT. For example,

the validity of these tasks as simulations of the demands associated

with network defense may have declined between now and when

they were published due to evolving complexity in network

defense (Gutzwiller et al., 2015). Rapid obsolescence of cyber

vigilance tasks may also reflect the need to consider cyber-cognitive

parameters of SEIM consoles which, according to Parasuraman

(1979, 1985), influence the probability of vigilance decrement.

Hence any research based on existent platforms may not generalize

well beyond the lab, let alone beyond the context of military cyber

defense for which they were designed.

McIntire’s Cyber Defense Task (CDT)
McIntire et al.’s (2013) formative CDT aimed to

psychophysiologically identify the onset of vigilance decrement

in a laboratory cyber-defense task. Although successful in

monitoring vigilance performance, several methodological issues

make it difficult to generalize McIntire et al.’s (2013) results to

operational cyber defense. For instance, McIntire et al.’s (2013)

sample comprised 20 military and civilian cyber defenders who

participated in four, 40-min trials of the CDT. It is possible that the

civilian participants McIntire et al. (2013) sampled did not have

the same motivations or stressors as the active duty subset of their

sample (Finomore et al., 2009). This compromise was however

understandable, as cyber defense analysts are a difficult population

to sample from, and the task did not require prior cyber defense

training (Zhong et al., 2003, 2015; Rajivan et al., 2013).

The CDT was designed to simulate the cognitive demands

associated with modern network defense. It is not possible to

completely appraise the CDT as a cyber vigilance task, as only

a brief account of the software was documented in the literature

(McIntire et al., 2013; Sherwood et al., 2016). In addition, McIntire

et al. (2013) and Sherwood et al. (2016) are the only studies that

have made use of the CDT, and both were sponsored by the

United States Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL). Though it

cannot be confirmed, it is possible that the CDT has been retained

for the AFRL’s exclusive research use, which limits the degree of

scientific enquiry that can be made into cyber vigilance decrement

on this task.

As described in McIntire et al. (2013), the CDT involved

two subtasks that participants concurrently completed during

the cyber vigilance task. The CDT’s textual component required

the participant to monitor and report the presence of three

suspicious IP addresses and port combinations (Figure 2 in

McIntire et al., 2013). Participants had to memorize these IP

addresses beforehand and press a button to indicate when

one was observed. The second component of McIntire et al.’s

(2013) CDT was graphical and presented concurrently with

the first textual component. Participants were presented

with a live graph of simulated network traffic, which they

monitored in case a threshold value, indicated by a red

horizontal line, was exceeded (Figure 2 in McIntire et al.,

2013). Participants indicated when traffic exceeded this limit by

pressing a button.

McIntire et al. (2013) observed vigilance decrement in CDT

performance, which also correlated with a series of ocular

parameters that they recorded using an eye tracker. Participants’

blink frequency and duration, eye closure percentage, pupil

diameter, eccentricity, and velocity were all recorded as they

performed the CDT. These measurements all correlated with

changes in CDT performance over time, a result which accorded

with an abundance of studies on vigilance while driving (Thiffault

and Bergeron, 2003a,b; Tan and Zhang, 2006; D’Orazio et al., 2007;

Sommer and Golz, 2010; Jo et al., 2014; Aidman et al., 2015; Cabrall

et al., 2016; Zheng et al., 2019).

Validity concerns with the CDT
It was unclear if the ocular changes that McIntire et al. (2013)

correlated with time spent on the CDT would extend beyond

this laboratory analog, which is not as cognitively demanding

as network defense in the real-world (Donald, 2008; Reinerman-

Jones et al., 2010; Chappelle et al., 2013; Hancock, 2013). The

complexity of network defense could explain why existing cyber

vigilance tasks are considered oversimplified (Rajivan et al.,

2013; DoD, 2014; Gutzwiller et al., 2016; Rajivan and Cooke,

2017). For instance, eleven key service skills are required by the

United States Department of Defense network defense analysts

(DoD, 2014). These cores skills include cryptology, oversight

and compliance, reporting, cyber security, computer science,

network exploitation, and technology operations (DoD, 2014).

A case could be made that the CDT did require the use of

reporting oversight and compliance, however eight of the 11

core skills were not built into McIntire et al.’s (2013) task.

In contrast, Mackworth’s (1948, 1950) clock test accurately

simulated every feature of the radar operator’s task except for

the presence of actual U-boats. Therefore, even by the DoD’s

(2014) own standard, it would be generous to suggest the

CDT is a passable simplification of real-life Cyber Defense

Task demands.

The brevity of McIntire et al. (2013) 40-min-long trials also

make the CDT’s external validity unclear. In terms of laboratory

vigilance investigations, 40min is a typical period for performing

a vigilance task (See et al., 1995; Helton et al., 1999; Warm et al.,

2008, 2009; See, 2014). However, Chappelle et al. (2013) reported

that active-duty cyber-defenders work for 51 h per week, or 10.5 h

per day, with extremely limited rest breaks. Thus, the demands

associated with a 40-min vigilance task are not analogous to a

10.5 h work day that Chappelle et al. (2013) observed to induce

clinically significant levels of stress and burnout (O’Connell, 2012;

Mancuso et al., 2015). By comparison to the rest of their day,

the 40-min CDT could possibly have been a welcome respite for

McIntire et al.’s (2013) the active service participants. It is hence

unclear how externally valid the ocular changes that McIntire et al.

(2013) associated with vigilance performance are, and how well
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these might extend across the standard 8–10-h shifts served by

real-world cyber defenders.

The external validity of McIntire et al.’s (2013) study further

suffered from insufficient control of confounding blue light

exposure. A considerable proportion of the light emitted by many

modern computer monitors is in the form of high-frequency blue

light, and it is possible that the United States Air Force outfits their

cyber defenders with these common tools (Lockley et al., 2006;

Hatori et al., 2017). Blue light suppresses melatonin and actively

increases the capacity to sustain attention on vigilance tasks in

a dose-dependent fashion (Lockley et al., 2006; Holzman, 2010).

Since this effect is dose-dependent, the longer cyber defenders are

exposed to the blue light of their computer monitors, the greater

vigilance performance could be expected to improve (Lockley et al.,

2006). In a real-world cyber defense setting, analysts are exposed

to 1,200 times the blue light exposure than the participants in

McIntire et al. (2013). The vigilance performance enhancement

provided by so much more blue light exposure may have rendered

measuring the phenomenon far more than McIntire et al. (2013)

suggested. Thus, the results reported by McIntire et al. (2013) may

not generalize beyond the laboratory to the real-world (Reinerman-

Jones et al., 2010; Hancock, 2013).

These largely technological critiques of the CDT’s validity

were overshadowed by the fact that McIntire et al.’s task was not

validated according to Parasuraman’s (1979, 1985) parameters of

valid vigilance tasks. The first component of the CDT required that

participants retain and recall three “suspicious” IP addresses from

memory as they attempt each critical signal discrimination. This set

of textual critical signals increased their participants’ cognitive load

while performing the CDT. However, because each critical CDT

signal was considered in isolation, there was a gradual decline in

cognitive load as time on the task increases. This is not the case

in real world network defense. Operational analysts consider the

alerts presented over their SEIM relative to one another within

the wider virtual threat landscape (Heeger, 1997, 2007; Alserhani

et al., 2010; Bridges, 2011; Majeed et al., 2019). For example, if a

SEIM becomes flooded with benign alerts in a brief window of time,

this can represent the beginning of a prevalence denial attack, as

such, analysts must consider each benign alert in the context of

all others presented by their system (Sawyer et al., 2016; Vieane

et al., 2016). Cognitive load hence does not decline with time on

task in operational network defense, whereas it does so in McIntire

et al.’s (2013) CDT. It cannot therefore be claimed that vigilance

decrement underlies the performance deficits observed byMcIntire

et al. (2013) on the CDT with any validity.

The frequency that alerts are presented to analysts by a

SEIM is known as the event, or incident, rate (Simmons et al.,

2013). The SEIM event rate communicates important information

surrounding threatening elements distributed through the virtual

threat landscape to analysts. For example, consider the rate that

SEIM alerts occur at 2 am on Christmas Day against that observed

at 11 am on a regular weekday. SEIM alerts are generally more

frequent during the working week than during the holiday season

(Pompon et al., 2018; Rodriguez and Okamura, 2019). Therefore, if

the event rate at 2 am on Christmas Day even closely approximates

that which is usually seen at 11 am on a weekday, this will influence

how an analyst contextualizes and subsequently actions each SEIM

alert. Even if every Christmas day SEIM alert is benign, the atypical

event rate would influence the level of imminent risk perceived by

an analyst in the virtual threat landscape (Vieane et al., 2016).

Event rate in real world network defense hence guides the

way network defense analysts contextualize and then action SEIM

alerts. This element of network defense was not captured by the

CDT because McIntire et al. (2013) set the event rate to be a

controlled variable. In an operational setting, analysts would also

consider how quickly each “suspicious” IP address was presented

in forming their threat level appraisal (Simmons et al., 2013). This

further decreases the CDT’s validity as a cyber vigilance task, as a

fixed event rate may have impacted analysts’ cognitive engagement

with each potentially critical signal. That is, McIntire et al.’s

(2013) participants needed to recruit fewer executive resources

at a slower rate than their operational peers. It is therefore

unclear if the performance deficits observed by McIntire et al.

(2013) on the CDT resembled those observed during operational

network defense.

Two types of critical signal were presented in the CDT,

each via a different modality. The first type of critical signal

was textual, in the form of three “suspicious” IP addresses that

participants had to remember (McIntire et al., 2013). The second

type of critical signal presented in the CDT was graphical and

required no memory activation (McIntire et al., 2013). Although

McIntire et al. (2013) had the requisite data to compare vigilance

performance between the two critical signal modalities they did not

report this comparison. Had vigilance performance varied between

the graphical and textual critical signals, an argument could be

made that this would demonstrate CDT performance sensitivity

to signal salience. However, this would have been a tenuous

argument at best, as the two signals were presented in vastly

different ways. The CDT’s textual critical signals were presented

in a simultaneous fashion, which used participants’ memory

resources every time a discrimination was made. Simultaneous

vigilance tasks require minimal executive resource activation

because critical signal discriminations are based on sequential

comparative judgements (Gartenberg et al., 2015, 2018). By

comparison, the CDT’s graphical critical signals were presented

successively. Successive vigilance tasks are associated with a degree

of cognitive workload above that of simultaneous tasks because

operators must retain and recall critical signal information from

memory before a discrimination can be made (Gartenberg et al.,

2015, 2018). The primary deficiency of the CDT was fundamentally

due to not being validated according to Parasuraman’s (1979,

1985) vigilance task validity parameters. Similar deficiencies

have also been found in Mancuso et al.’s (2015) Cyber

Defense Task.

Mancuso et al.’s Cyber Defense Task (MCDT)
The MCDT presented network traffic logs in a waterfall display

which their participants needed to read and action. Traffic logs

contained four pieces of information, including two possible

methods used to transmit data across the network, as well as the

size, source, and destination of the transmission. A “signature”

referred to a specific configuration of these four traffic log details

that suggests malicious network activity. Mancuso et al.’s (2015)
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TABLE 1 Comparison of the MCDT with and without color coded signals.

MCDT Comparisons required
to reach a decision

Critical signal decision
rule

Critical signal working
memory load

Without color coding Does the hacker’s transmission

method match the traffic log?

Does the hacker’s transmission size

match the traffic log?

Does the hacker’s transmission

source match the traffic log?

Does the hacker’s transmission

destination match the traffic log?

If three out of four traffic log

elements match the hacker’s

signature, then indicate the

presence of a critical signal.

The participant needed to keep

track of between 3 and 4 traffic log

elements that might match the

hacker’s signature.

With color coding Only red and purple colored traffic

logs are critical. White, green, and

blue traffic logs can be ignored.

If a traffic log is color coded as red

or purple, then indicate the

presence of a critical signal.

The participant only needed to

remember two colors, red and

purple

participants first needed to commit the details of a signature

associated with a fictitious hacker to memory. They then had to

identify any traffic log presented to them that matched at least three

out of four items of the hacker’s signature. The number of items

within each log that matched the hacker’s signature defined the

color by which it was presented in the MCDT (Figure 1 inMancuso

et al., 2015). Mancuso et al. (2015) justified color coding each target

to better resemble the systems used by the United States Air Force

(Figure 1 in Mancuso et al., 2015). Logs that matched 0, 1, 2, 3, or

all four elements of the hacker’s signature were respectively colored,

green, blue, violet, purple, and red in the MCDT. Of these, only

purple and red logs were critical targets that the participant had

to action.

Validity concerns with the MCDT
The MCDT was designed similarly to McIntire et al.’s (2013)

CDT. For instance, the task maintained a fixed critical signal

probability of 20%. However, fixed task demands such as this are

difficult to generalize to real world operations (Helton et al., 2004).

Primarily, this is because vigilance is sensitive to task demands, and

in cyber defense, these fluctuate between great extremes (Helton

et al., 2004; Chappelle et al., 2013).

Another questionable feature of the MCDT’s validity is that the

visual field of view is confined to a single computer monitor. In

real world cyber security contexts, SEIMs requiremultiplemonitors

to portray the network’s security status. Multiple monitors are

pragmatically necessary due to the volume, diversity, and specificity

of virtual threat data that analysts are required to handle (D’Amico

et al., 2005). Hence, Mancuso et al.’s (2015) limited field of view

restricted the range of cyber threat stimuli that could be sampled

from real world operations for use in their cyber vigilance task.

This detracted from the MCDT’s external validity as a cyber

vigilance task.

In addition, the color coding system that Mancuso et al.

(2015) incorporated into the MCDT obscured the cognitive load

participants experienced when discriminating between critical and

non-critical traffic logs. For example, the volume and type of

information required to discriminate critical MCDT traffic logs,

both with and without color coding, is compared in Figure 1 in

Mancuso et al. (2015).

Under the color coded system, participants needed to

remember only two graphical elements of information, namely that

the color of critical logs was indicated by red or purple (Table 1

and Figure 1 in Mancuso et al., 2015). This is in contrast with

a colorless MCDT, where critical signals could only be identified

when the participant remembered four elements of salient threat

information in the hacker’s signature. Because Mancuso et al.’s

(2015) participants had two ways of interpreting the MCDT’s

signals, this made the cognitive load associated with the task

unclear. There could be no way of knowing if Mancuso et al.’s

(2015) participants analyzed each traffic log based on its color

alone, or if they analyzed all four threat salient elements of

information. Color coding the MCDT’s signals therefore detracted

from its external validity. That is, rather than bolstering the

MCDT’s external validity, Mancuso et al.’s (2015) color coding

system instead served to confound the cognitive load associated

with the task.

Sawyer et al.’s MCDT-II
Sawyer et al. (2016) used a modified form of the MCDT to

investigate the impact of event rate and signal salience on cyber

vigilance performance. For the purposes of discussion Sawyer

et al.’s (2016) modified MCDT will be referred to as the MCDT-

II. The MCDT-II presented network traffic logs to participants in

a colorless waterfall display. In the original MCDT, these traffic

logs detailed four threat salient pieces of information, namely,

transmission method, size, source, and destination. Sawyer et al.

(2016) adapted these traffic logs in the MCDT-II to include the

source IP address, the source port, the destination IP address,

and the destination port of each transmission (Figure 1 in

Sawyer et al., 2016). Each network traffic log in the MCDT-

II contained the IP address and communication port numbers

for both the source and destination of a data transmission

across a hypothetical network. Two new traffic logs appeared

periodically at the top of the MCDT-II’s display. The critical

signal that participants needed be vigilant of was any instance in

which a top row IP address and port number-pairs matched an

existing traffic log already present on the display (see Figure 1 in

Sawyer et al., 2016).

Unlike McIntire et al. (2013) and Mancuso et al. (2015),

Sawyer et al. (2016) attempted to validate their cyber vigilance

task according to two of Parasuraman’s (1979, 1985) parameters,

namely, event rate and signal salience. Sawyer et al. (2016) formed

four experimental conditions based on two levels of event rate and
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TABLE 2 Levels of event rate and signal salience examined by Sawyer

et al. (2016).

Signal salience Event rate Condition

Low (5% chance). Slow (eight events per minute). Low.Slow.

Fast (16 events per minute). Low.Fast.

High (20% chance). Slow (eight events per minute). High.Slow.

Fast (16 events per minute). High.Fast.

FIGURE 1

MCDT-II performance Sawyer et al. (2016) reported.

signal salience, respectively (Table 2). Sawyer et al. (2016) reported

reductions in vigilance performance when critical MCDT-II signals

were low in signal salience, slowly presented, or both. Sawyer

et al. (2016) observed a gradual decline in the mean percentage of

correctly identifiedMCDT-II signals. Moreover, in accordance with

Parasuraman (1979, 1985), Sawyer et al. (2016) found that these

reductions in performance weremediated by the signal salience and

event rate of the MCDT-II.

With the possible exception of the High.Fast condition, Sawyer

observed changes in vigilance performance that align with vigilance

decrement (Figure 1). Each condition Sawyer et al. (2016) tested

was composed of variations in event rate and signal salience.

Sawyer et al. (2016) observed that event rate had a greater influence

over vigilance performance at baseline than signal salience. For

example, vigilance performance under both slow conditions was

higher than in the fast conditions after 10min. However, signal

salience appeared to have the greater influence by the end of the

trial. For example vigilance performance in both slow and fast high

signal salience condition outperformed what Sawyer et al. (2016)

observed in the low signal salience condition. Sawyer et al. (2016)

also reported variations in signal salience and event rate influenced

trajectory of vigilance performance across all four conditions.

For example, after ∼30min, Sawyer et al. (2016) reported sharp

declines in the trajectory of vigilance performance observed

under both low signal salience conditions (Figure 1). In contrast,

Sawyer et al. (2016) reported more linear declines in vigilance

performance under the high signal salienc econditions. However,

this linear decline varied drastically between the High.Slow and

High.Fast conditions. For example, vigilance performance under

the High.Fast condition only changed by 0.52% from baseline.

In contrast, vigilance performance under the High.Slow condition

dropped by 15.62%, which more closely approximates the average

decline across all conditions, which came to∼14.85%.

Differing compositions of signal salience and event rate also

resulted in clear level differences in vigilance performance. For

example, vigilance performance in the Low.Fast condition was

the lowest acros the entire duration of the task, and also had

the lowest final final value. By the end of the task, the level of

the High.Slow, Low.Slow and High.Fast vigilance performance

curves all appear approximately similar at around 77.5%. The

only exception to this was the value of the Low. Fast condition,

which ended at almost half of all other conditions, at 43.75%.

Sawyer et al. (2016) therefore demonstrated that variations in event

rate and signal salience influenced the way vigilance decrement

presented throughout the entire MCDT-II. Sensitivity to signal

salience and event rate are just two of Parasuraman’s (1979, 1985)

three parameters that characterize a valid vigilance task. Sensitivity

to cognitive load was Parasuraman’s (1979, 1985) third parameter

of a valid vigilance, which was a controlled variable in Sawyer et al.

(2016). The MCDT-II was therefore only partially validated as a

cyber vigilance task.

Challenges of developing cyber
vigilance tasks

Access and confidentiality

Like many security sub domains, network defense analysts and

their workplaces can be difficult to access for the purposes of

research (Paul, 2014; Gutzwiller et al., 2015). It can therefore be

difficult to obtain details about Cyber Security Operations Centers’

operational procedures or SEIM software console, as these are

extremely sensitive corporate information that many enterprises

would be hesitant about sharing with outsiders (Paul, 2014). This

information is, however, crucial to the development of a cyber

vigilance task. Access and confidentiality can therefore hinder the

process of designing a vigilance task that accurately parallels the

operational cognitive demands of network defense (Paul, 2014). In

contrast, Mackworth (1948, 1950) was able to rely on support from

the Royal Air Force to create his formative clock vigilance task. For

example, the Royal Air Force granted Mackworth direct access to

their radar equipment and operators, at a time in history where this

critical strategic information would have been closely guarded in

Europe after World War Two.

Task complexity

The sheer complexity of cyber security may also explain why

there are so few vigilance tasks for network defense in the literature.

That is, simulating the complex demands of operational network

defense is central to the development of a generalizable cyber

vigilance task (Reinerman-Jones et al., 2010; Hancock, 2013). This

is because the behavioral presentation of vigilance decrement

functions according to the domain specific demands of the task

being performed (Donald, 2008; Reinerman-Jones et al., 2010;

Hancock, 2013). That is, if the demands of an operational vigilance

task are not accurately captured by its laboratory analog, then

the behavioral presentation of any performance decrement that

occurs may not generalize to the operational setting (Donald,
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TABLE 3 Cyber vigilance task creation challenges.

Challenge Challenge mitigation

Access and

confidentiality

Gaining access to cyber security organizations and personnel can limit the process of designing and subsequently testing cyber vigilance tasks.

However, McIntire et al. (2013), Mancuso et al. (2015), and Sawyer et al. (2016) demonstrated this challenge can be navigated by performing

research with cyber industry partners.

Task complexity The CDT, MCDT, and MCDT-II that McIntire et al. (2013), Mancuso et al. (2015), and Sawyer et al. (2016) were all oversimplified emulations of

network defense consoles, which did not accurately simulate the cognitive demands associated with real world cyber security.

Non-standard operating

environments

It is not possible to base the design of any cyber vigilance task on an operational SEIM, because no single console is standardized across industry.

Rapid obsolescence The pace of technological evolution in cyber security means that the validity of cyber vigilance tasks has a shelf life. As network defense

technologies grow increasingly complex, this require consistently updating and revalidating cyber vigilance tasks.

2008; Reinerman-Jones et al., 2010; Hancock, 2013). The predictive

validity of laboratory-based vigilance research hence hinges on the

degree to which task demandsmatch what is observed operationally

(Donald, 2008; Reinerman-Jones et al., 2010; Hancock, 2013;

Gutzwiller et al., 2015).

Non-standard operating environments

The absence of a validated cyber vigilance task in the literature

may also be explained by the fact that network defense analysts are

known to customize their work terminals. SEIMs integrate cyber

threat intelligence, derived from inbound and outbound network

traffic, and present this to analysts, who then action appropriate

defensive responses to virtual threats (Tresh and Kovalsky, 2018).

SEIMS are built according to the diverse cyber security needs

of specific organizations, and are not engineered according to

a common, standardized design. In contrast, Mackworth (1948,

1950) was able to derived the clock task from real world radar

display that was characterized by a standardized design. However,

SEIM’s are not designed according to a standardized design, and as

such, it was not possible to derive a modern cyber vigilance task

from a given SEIM in industry in the same way Mackworth’s (1948,

1950) clocks were based on real world radars (Work, 2020).

Further complicating the challenge of designing a modern

cyber vigilance task, in addition to non-standard SEIM designs,

is the fact that many analysts also customize their personal

workstations, a practice that produces radical differences in task

performance even within the same cyber security team (Hao et al.,

2013). These customisations alter the cognitive load required to

use a SEIM, which in turn can alter the behavioral presentation of

vigilance decrement.

Rapid obsolescence

Like many technology subfields, cyber security is evolving

quickly (Gutzwiller et al., 2015). Moreover, the rate of evolution

in cyber security is unlike the rate in any other domain in which

vigilance decrement has been observed. Rapid evolution in the

technological complexity of cyber security may also explain why the

literature lacks a modern vigilance task for network defense. Cyber

vigilance tasks can become obsolete experimental tools as quickly as

the systems they have been designed to emulate (Gutzwiller et al.,

2015). For example, although cars vary in the design and layout

of their control surfaces, driving has remained a fundamentally

unchanged task for decades. In turn, driver vigilance tasks have

likewise remained fundamentally the same for decades (Milakis

et al., 2015). Hence, unlike cyber security, the validity of driver

vigilance tasks is unlikely to degrade over time, as the fundamental

elements of the task are also unlikely to change significantly

(Gutzwiller et al., 2015).

Cyber security’s rapid evolution therefore limits the long-

term validity of any vigilance task designed for the space. For

example, the single computer monitor used to run McIntire

et al.’s (2013) cyber vigilance task shows its age. In comparison

to 2013, modern network defense is too complex a task to

complete on a single computer monitor, which forces analysts

to divide their attention across multiple screens of information

(D’Amico et al., 2005; Axon et al., 2018). This difference in

required screen real estate reflects an evolution in the volume

of information that human operators are required to handle

in the defense of a network. This in turn reflects growth

in the level of cognitive load that analysts must sustain as

they hunt for threats distributed across the virtual threat

landscape. McIntire et al.’s (2013) single-screen cyber vigilance

task therefore inaccurately simulated the demands associated

with modern network defense. Furthermore, this suggests that

the validity of cyber vigilance tasks may be sensitive to

the rapid rate at which the technological tools develop in

this space.

Tasks that require routine updates to remain valid are

not uncommon in the psychological space. For example, the

Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale is an established psychometric

instrument that requires routine updates to minimize reduced

validity (Wechsler, 2002). Cyber vigilance tasks might likewise

require periodic updates to maintain valid simulators of network

defense. Hence McIntire et al.’s (2013) CDT may have reasonably

approximated the demands of network security at the time it

was published. However, by the standards of modern network

defense, McIntire et al.’s (2013) task is outdated. Had the CDT

been updated periodically to keep upwith developments in network

security, this would have preserved some degree of its validity as a

vigilance task.

Table 3 summarizes the various challenges McIntire et al.

(2013), Mancuso et al. (2015), and Sawyer et al. (2016) encountered

in creating a cyber vigilance task. These are challenges future
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researchers will need to navigate if the gap in the literature left by a

modern, validated cyber vigilance task is to ever be addressed.

Conclusion

In closing, vigilance decrement is a cyber-cognitive

vulnerability which must be better understood to manage

it as a human factor security risk. However, advancing our

understanding of vigilance decrement in the network defense space

necessitates developing experimental testbeds that accommodate

access and confidentiality, task complexity, non-standard

operating environments, and rapid obsolescence. Moving forward,

improving the interaction between SEIM consoles and human

network defense analysts, necessitates developing an updated cyber

vigilance task that is also valid according to Parasuraman’s (1979,

1985) parameters.
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